September 30, 2017
Trading Apps Named Winner for Leading Software Solution in The 2017 GLOBAL INVESTOR ISF SURVEY.
London — September 2017– Trading Apps announced today that it has been named the Winner for Leading
Software Solutions provider in the 2017 Global Investor ISF Survey. The ISF Survey is the leading barometer of
how borrowers and lenders rate each other across the globe. All of the survey participants are invited to rate
their technology and data providers.
This is the second consecutive year that Trading Apps was named the Leading Software Solution in the
securities finance market.
Trading Apps continues to be recognized by clients and market participants for the innovation and automation
that it brings to the market. A survey respondent commented that Trading Apps was both “innovative and
agile. They understand the business and stand ready to create new and exciting efficiencies.”
“Perhaps, even a greater honor than the award itself is the success of our clients in the survey and the
feedback we have received. We continue to challenge ourselves to develop targeted solutions that have an
immediate and profound impact on our client’s bottom line”, added Matthew Harrison – CEO of Trading Apps.
About Trading Apps
Trading Apps was founded in 2011 with a mission to deliver cutting-edge software services for participants in
the global securities finance market. Since then, our team of industry leaders and technologists has built a
reputation for expertise and innovation in this market through pioneering work with some of the largest Agent
Lenders and Broker-Dealers in the global financial marketplace. More information at tradingapps.com.
About The Global Investor ISF Survey
International Securities Finance (ISF) provides in-depth analysis of the latest news and events in the securities
finance markets globally. Annual supplements provide insight into the latest developments in securities
lending, repo, tri-party and synthetic finance. The annual ISF Survey celebrates the greatest contributions from
agent lenders, prime brokers and technology vendors in the global marketplace. The survey is known for its
high regard and participation within the industry.

